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From “The Office” to The Lakers- Gifting Custom iPads to Key 
Employees is Latest Hollywood Trend 

NBC and other Global Brands turn to Fusion of Ideas for Laser-Engraved Designs on Company 
Mobile Devices

(Orange County, CA)-Top brands ranging from NBC to the Lakers are turning 
to Lake Forest-based Fusion of Ideas to deliver the hottest trend in corporate 
gifting this holiday season: custom company branded iPads, mobile phones and 
laptops. 

John Krasinski, former actor on NBC Universal’s “The Office“ comments: “The 
computers arrived and the crew flipped out! They couldn't have been more 
excited! Thank you guys so much for all your hard work-It meant the world!” 
When the popular television show aired its final episode in May 2013, Krasinski 
surprised his cast and crew with custom engraved laptops to commemorate 
their time on the show.

Porsche, Hurley, and RedBull are among the hundreds of global brands 
leveraging branded mobile solutions from Fusion of Ideas to demonstrate 
employee appreciation and increase company pride, all while integrating pre-
loaded custom apps, digital content, and business systems to improve 
efficiency and better resonate with today’s mobile workforce. 

Fusion of Ideas is helping companies like Microsoft, Coke, and Audi pioneer the 
future of remote sales teams, social project management software, email 
alternatives, and mobile Point of Sale solutions - all while looking extremely 
cool. Transforming mobile devices to deliver high-impact brand experiences, 
Fusion of Ideas offers employers a complete 360 degree experience from 
progressive design to innovative technology, to fast fulfillment and shipping. 

“From unwrap to first touch, our custom mobile designs and proprietary digital 
technologies are a win for the employee, the brand, AND the bottom line of the 
business,” comments Fusion of Ideas CEO Russ Taylor, “Whether for holiday 
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gifting, employee appreciation or a reward for top project performance, our 
clients love that we over deliver on creativity and innovation.” 

To learn more about placing a large or small quantity order for the holiday 
season, contact Fusion of Ideas.

###

About Fusion of Ideas:

FUSION has been dedicated to helping businesses maximize the use of mobile 
devices to deliver high-impact brand experiences for over a decade. Fusion of 
Ideas works with the biggest brands in the world, developing unique solutions 
for each client. Through an endless pursuit to evolve with technology and a 
passion for attention to detail, we've come to be known as the most innovative 
and comprehensive mobile device integrator.

Learn more: www.fusionofideas.com.  Connect on social media: LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest.
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